
All the products (shown here) may not be available at the store. Please contact the staff  
or look at www.IKEA.my for more information. For more detailed product information,  
see the pricetag and the Internet. All units require assembly.

Fantastic tables for fantastic moments
Eat, talk, play games or study. A romantic dinner for two or a party for the whole 
family. It’s around the dining table that much of life in the home takes place. That’s 
why we want our tables at IKEA to have the best design, the best quality and the best 
materials. And also be possible to combine so that they perfectly suit your needs. In 
short – be fantastic, both as complete tables and in their details. Because you should 
have a fantastic table for all the fantastic moments in life.

Buying guide

Dining tables
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All tables and prices

EKEDALEN extendable table, 80/120×70 cm. The smart 
design means that the table top has no seams when you 
use the table without extending it. The table legs are always 
in the corners of the table top even when the table is ex-
tended, so there is plenty of room for chairs under the table. 
1 person can quickly and smoothly extend the table before 
the guests arrive. The extra leaf can be stored within easy 
reach under the table top. Easy to combine with chairs and 
benches in the same series.
Brown 603.408.36 RM599
Dark brown 903.408.25 RM599
Oak 203.408.38 RM599
White 503.408.27 RM599

EKEDALEN extendable table, 120/180×80 cm. The smart 
design means that the table top has no seams when you 
use the table without extending it. The table legs are 
always in the corners of the table top even when the table 
is extended, so there is plenty of room for chairs under the 
table. 1 person can quickly and smoothly extend the table 
before the guests arrive. The extra leaf can be stored within 
easy reach under the table top. Easy to combine with chairs 
and benches in the same series or why not mix with other 
chairs from IKEA.
Dark brown 903.408.06 RM799
Oak 503.408.13 RM799
White 503.408.08 RM799

EKEDALEN extendable table, 180/240×90 cm. The smart 
design means that the table top has no seams when you 
use the table without extending it. The table legs are 
always in the corners of the table top even when the table 
is extended, so there is plenty of room for chairs under the 
table. 1 person can quickly and smoothly extend the table 
before the guests arrive. The extra leaf can be stored within 
easy reach under the table top. Easy to combine with chairs 
and benches in the same series or why not mix with other 
chairs from IKEA.
Dark brown 203.407.63 RM999
Oak 603.407.75 RM999
White 003.407.64 RM999

EKEDALEN bar table, 120×80 cm. Combines with other 
furniture in the EKEDALEN series. This bar table suits 
many people from the minimalist to the family demanding 
everyday strength and durability. Put it in the kitchen or in 
the dining room. The clean design combines well with many 
styles.
Dark brown 604.005.28 RM899
Brown 304.005.15 RM899
White 204.005.25 RM899

GAMLARED dining table, 85 cm. A round table, with soft 
edges, gives a relaxed impression in a room.  
Seats 2-4.
Light antique stain/black stain 603.734.93 RM299

GAMLEBY gate table, 67/134/201×78 cm. It’s quick and easy 
to change the size of the table to suit your different needs. 
It extends to seat from 2 to 6 people. Solid pine is a natural 
material that ages beautifully and acquires its own unique 
character over time.
Light antique/grey 703.654.83 RM899

IKEA PS 2012 drop-leaf table, 74/106/138×80 cm. Table 
top made of the very strong material bamboo. Small, neat 
dimensions make the table easy to furnish with, even when 
space is limited. It is easy for one person alone to pull out 
the table so there is room for 2–4 people.
Bamboo/white 002.068.07 RM699

INGATORP drop-leaf table, 65/123×78 cm. Table with drop-
leaves seats 2-4; makes it possible to adjust the table size 
according to need.
Black-brown 603.655.20 RM499
White 604.231.10 RM499

INGATORP extendable table, 110/155 cm. The clear-
lacquered surface is easy to wipe clean. Extendable dining 
table with 1 extra leaf seats 4-6; makes it possible to adjust 
the table size according to need. 
Black 203.655.22 RM1,499
White 003.655.23 RM1,499

INGATORP extendable table, 155/215×87 cm. Extendable 
dining table with 1 extra leaf seats 4-6; makes it possible to 
adjust the table size according to need. The table legs follow 
along when you pull out the table and make more room for 
chairs around the table. The table has no overhang in the 
extended position so there is no risk of small children hitting 
their head on the table top. No seams on the table when it 
is not extended as the extension leaf is placed at the end of 
the table. The clear-lacquered surface is easy to wipe clean. 
The extra leaf can be stored within easy reach under the 
table top.
Black 803.655.24 RM1,299
White 704.282.06 RM1,299

INGO table, 120×75 cm. Solid pine; a natural material that 
ages beautifully.
Pine 601.617.97 RM199

JOKKMOKK table/4 chairs. Easy to bring home since the 
whole dining set is packed in one box. The wood expression 
and design of the backrest bring a traditional look to the 
room. Enhanced comfort with soft chair pads that fit the 
seat perfectly. Pine ages beautifully as the colour deepens 
and becomes richer over time. Durable solid wood and 
antique colour finish will outlast many years of use.
Antique stain 603.658.03 RM499

LANEBERG extendable table, 130/190×80 cm. It’s quick and 
easy to change the size of the table to suit your different 
needs. With the extra leaf stored under the table top you 
can extend the table to seat from 4 to 6 people. 
Brown 404.477.77 RM699
White 804.161.37 RM699

LERHAMN table, 74×74 cm. Solid pine is a natural material 
that ages beautifully and acquires its own unique character 
over time. The clear-lacquered surface is easy to wipe clean. 
Black-brown 204.442.99 RM249
Light antiquie stain/white stain 904.442.53 RM249

LERHAMN table, 118×74 cm. Solid pine is a natural material 
that ages beautifully and acquires its own unique character 
over time. The clear-lacquered surface is easy to wipe clean.
Black-brown 404.442.98 RM299
Light antiquie stain/white stain 304.442.51 RM299

LISABO table, 140×78 cm. Easy to assemble as each leg has 
only one fitting. Wood is a natural material and variations in 
the top and the legs make every table unique. Visible varia-
tions in the wood grain; gives a warm, natural feeling. Table 
legs of solid wood, a hardwearing natural material.
Ash veneer 803.657.17 RM499
Black 303.824.51 RM499

LISABO round. Ø105 cm. Ash is a strong hardwood material 
with a beautiful grain pattern. As it ages the colour deepens 
moderately towards a deep straw colour. The table surface 
in ash veneer and legs in solid birch give a warm, natural 
feeling to your room. Easy to assemble as each leg has only 
one fitting. 
Ash veneer 604.164.97 RM799
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MELLTORP table, 75×75 cm. The melamine table top is 
moisture resistant, stain resistant and easy to keep clean. 
The table is available in 2 sizes, seating 2-6 people. Find the 
expression that looks the best in your dining area – choose 
a table top in white, white marble or ash to go with your 
MELLTORP table frame in white. 
White 792.463.77 RM99

MELLTORP table, 125×75 cm. The melamine table top is 
moisture resistant, stain resistant and easy to keep clean. 
The table is available in 2 sizes, seating 2-6 people. Find the 
expression that looks the best in your dining area – choose 
a table top in white, white marble or ash to go with your 
MELLTORP table frame in white.
White 892.463.72 RM159

MÖRBYLÅNGA table, oak veneer brown stained. Table with 
a layer of oak wood. Oak is an exceedingly strong and dura-
ble hardwood with a prominent grain. It darkens beautifully 
with age acquiring a golden-brown undertone. Good envi-
ronmental choice, because the method of using a top layer 
of solid wood on particleboard is resource-efficient. The 
table has a full plank design that gives it an authentic plank 
expression with a genuine wood feeling. The plank expres-
sion is enhanced by the design on the edges. Every table is 
unique, with varying grain pattern and natural colour shifts 
that are part of the charm of wood.
140×85 cm 703.862.49 RM1,799
220×100 cm 803.658.2 RM2,599
Round Ø145 cm 204.128.87 RM2,299

NORBERG wall-mount drop-leaf table 74×60 cm. Becomes 
a practical shelf for small things when folded down. You 
save space when the table is not being used as it can be 
folded away. Table top covered with melamine, which gives 
a hard-wearing, easy clean finish.
White 903.657.93 RM159

NORBO wall-mount drop-leaf table 79×59 cm. You save 
space when the table is not being used as it can be folded 
away. Solid wood is a hardwearing natural material.
Birch 001.620.97 RM159

NORDEN gate leg table, 26/89/152×80 cm. You can store 
for example cutlery, table napkins and candles in the 6 
drawers under the table top. Table with drop-leaves seats 
2-4; makes it possible to adjust the table size according to 
need. Solid wood is a hardwearing natural material. 
Birch 804.238.83 RM749
White 704.223.94 RM749

NORDVIKEN bar table, 140×80 cm. NORDVIKEN bar table is 
just the right height for conversation - and there’s a comfy 
NORDVIKEN bar chair to go with it. Convenient drawer 
under the table top for storing cutlery, napkins or candles 
near the table.
Black 103.696.10 RM999

NORDVIKEN drop-leaf table, 74/104×74 cm. Table with 
drop-leaf seats 2-4; makes it possible to adjust the table size 
according to need. 
Black 403.696.04 RM599

NORDVIKEN extendable table, 152/223×95 cm. Extendable 
dining table with 2 extra leaves seats 4-6; makes it possible 
to adjust the table size according to need. You can store the 
2 included extra leaves within easy reach under the table 
top. 1 person can quickly and smoothly extend the table 
before the guests arrive. 
Antique stain 404.885.60 RM1,499
Black 903.696.06 RM1,499
White 603.695.99 RM1,499

NORDVIKEN extendable table, 210/289×105 cm. 
Extendable dining table with 2 extra leaves seats 6-8; makes 
it possible to adjust the table size according to need. 1 
person can quickly and smoothly extend the table before 
the guests arrive. You can store the 2 included extra leaves 
within easy reach under the table top. 
Antique stain 204.885.61 RM1,999
Black 503.696.08 RM1,999

NORRÅKER bar table, 74×74 cm.Durable and hard-wearing; 
meets the requirements on furniture for public use. Every 
table is unique, with varying grain pattern and natural 
colour shifts that are part of the charm of wood. Less risk of 
children hitting their head as the table has rounded corners. 
Birch 604.290.13 RM599

NORRÅKER table, 74×74 cm. Durable and hard-wearing; 
meets the requirements on furniture for public use. Every 
table is unique, with varying grain pattern and natural 
colour shifts that are part of the charm of wood. Less risk of 
children hitting their head as the table has rounded corners.
Birch 504.289.81 RM499

NORRÅKER table, 125×74 cm. Durable and hard-wearing; 
meets the requirements on furniture for public use. Every 
table is unique, with varying grain pattern and natural 
colour shifts that are part of the charm of wood. Less risk of 
children hitting their head as the table has rounded corners.
Birch 704.289.80 RM699

ÖVRARYD table with BACKARYD underframe, 150×78 cm. 
Table top made of the very strong material bamboo. The 
table top has pre-drilled holes for the underframe which 
makes assembly easy.
Bamboo/white 591.407.01 RM699

SKOGSTA dining table, 235×100 cm. Every table is unique, 
with varying grain pattern and natural colour shifts that are 
part of the charm of wood. Acacia has a rich brown colour 
and distinctive grain pattern. It is highly durable, resistant 
to scratches and water, ideal for heavy-use. Acacia slightly 
darkens with age. 
Acacia 404.192.65 RM1,999

All tables and prices



STENSELE bar table. The laminate surface is very durable, 
easy to clean and can withstand heavy use. You can hang 
your bag or jacket on the hook underneath. The feet can 
be adjusted so the table stands steadily on uneven floors. 
They’re attached to the table’s legs so they will not fall off or 
get lost. This table has been developed for public use and 
meets the requirements for safety, durability and stability 
set forth in the following standard: EN 15372 and ANSI/
BIFMA X:5.5.Recommended for indoor use only.
Ø70 cm
Anthracite/anthracite 792.882.25 RM499
70×70 cm
Anthracite/anthracite 793.239.26 RM499

STENSELE table. The clean, simple design is easy to place in 
a restaurant, café or quick seating zone. You can hang your 
bag or jacket on the hook underneath. The laminate surface 
is very durable, easy to clean and can withstand heavy use. 
The feet can be adjusted so the table stands steadily on 
uneven floors. They’re attached to the table’s legs so they 
will not fall off or get lost. The durable edge band protects 
against bumps, scratches and cracks caused by chairs being 
moved around or hung on the table. This table has been 
tested for public use and meets the requirements for safety, 
durability and stability set forth in the following standard: 
EN 15372 and ANSI/BIFMA X:5.5.Recommended for indoor 
use only.
Ø70 cm
Anthracite/anthracite 592.882.31 RM399
Light grey/light grey 292.882.37 RM399
70×70 cm
Anthracite/anthracite 093.239.20 RM399
Light grey/light grey 493.239.23 RM399

TÄRENDÖ table, 110×67 cm. The melamine table top is 
moisture resistant, stain resistant and easy to keep clean.
Black 492.463.69 RM127

TINGBY table, 180×90 cm. The table top is produced with 
a lightweight construction that requires less material than 
solid wood and reduces the impact on the environment.
White 203.489.24 RM799

TOMMARYD bar table, 70×130/104 cm. Table with a velvety, 
soft-touch feel in a matt finish, so intense that it appears 
to absorb light, will give your interior timeless and elegant 
look. This table has been tested for non-domestic use and 
meets the requirements for safety, durability and stability 
set forth in the following standard: EN 15372 and ANSI/ 
BIFMA X:5.5.
Anthracite 093.048.27 RM699
Light grey 093.048.08 RM699

TOMMARYD table, 70×130 cm. Table with a velvety, soft-
touch feel in a matt finish, so intense that it appears to ab-
sorb light, will give your interior timeless and elegant look. 
This table has been tested for non-domestic use and meets 
the requirements for safety, durability and stability set forth 
in the following standard: EN 15372 and ANSI/ BIFMA X:5.5.
Anthracite 693.048.05 RM599
Light grey 393.048.02 RM599

TORSBY table, 135×85 cm. The table top made of tempered 
glass is easy to clean and more durable than ordinary glass.
Chrome-plated/glass white 798.929.36 RM599
Chrome-plated/high-gloss white 199.318.46 RM599

VANGSTA extendable table, white. The smart design 
means that the table top has no seams when you use the 
table without extending it. The table legs are always in the 
corners of the table top even when the table is extended, 
so there is plenty of room for chairs under the table. Can be 
easily extended by one person.
80/120×70 cm
Black/dark brown 204.201.56 RM299
White 403.751.29 RM299
120/180×75 cm
Black/dark brown 904.201.53 RM349
White 303.615.66 RM349

VÄSTANBY table with VÄSTANÅ underframe, 170×78 cm. 
The clearlacquered surface is easy to wipe clean. The table 
top has pre-drilled holes for the underframe which makes 
assembly easy.
Dark brown/dark brown 192.512.44 RM1,499

VEDBO dining table, 160x95 cm. The soft-touch, matte 
finish appears to absorb the light and is anti-reflective. The 
matte surface has outstanding anti-fingerprint and water-
repellent qualities. To keep the beauty of the table, wipe 
away scratches and dirt after daily use with a soft sponge. 
Seamless table top rests on robust construction made of 
solid wood for warm aesthetic and soft tactile appeal. Table 
is perfectly coordinated with VEDBO chair and armchair.
White/birch 904.174.57 RM2,499

YPPERLIG table, 200×90 cm. A slightly wider table with 
plenty of space for dinners, homework, crafts, and other 
everyday activities. Solid wood, veneer and steel are durable 
materials that are easy to keep clean. The table top has 
pre-drilled holes for the underframe which makes assembly 
easy. The table top is produced with a lightweight construc-
tion that requires less material than solid wood and reduces 
the impact on the environment.
Ash veneer 703.468.71 RM899
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